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Nonquantized Frequency-Modulated Altimeter 
Henry P. Kalmus, John C. Cacheris, and Herbert A. Dropkin 

A new principle that makes possible nonquantized a lt itude infor!nat.ion so .that the 
accurate range of a ltimeters can be extended to i!1clude low-level ?per~tlOn IS descrIbed. A 
frequency shifter is inserted between the local oSCIllator and the I~llxe.r 111 orde r to remov.e th e 
inherent error in conventional altimeters that makes them objectIOnable for low-altltu<;l e 
operation. The authors show how the characteristic of .the amplifier can be shaped dIf
ferently and po in t out that the strength of t he .re~urn sIgnal an.d the mhere.nt amp htude 
modulation determin e the most suitable charactenstIC for any partICular operatll1g condI tIOn. 

1. Introduction 

In certain altimeters based on continuous-wave 
()peration, a frequency-modulated wave is trans
mitted toward the groLmd. The reflected wave has 
a time delay dependent on distance .so t hat it is 
possible to measure altitude by companng the tra?s
mit ted with the reflected \Va ve. Any modulatIOn 
function can be employed. A triangular func tion is 
more advan tageous for special cases. The followin g 
analysis, however, is based on sinusoidal modulation . 
Conventional alt imeters are analyzed first. 

The transmitted wave is defined by the equation 

ET= A cos (wet+ (3 sin W,t) (1) 

where A is the maximum carrier amplitude; We is 
27rJe equal to 27r (c/Ac), whereJc is the average carrier 
freq uency; (3 is F/JT' where F is the maximum fre
qu ency deviation and JT the modulating .frequ ency; 
f3 is the maximum phase excu rsion, sometimes called 
the mod ulation index; and WT is 27rJT. 

The equation for tbe reAected wave is 

where K is a factor sl~aller than one that depends on 
space attenuation, surface-reAection coefficient, an 
tenna gain, etc; T is the transit time; and Tis 2D/c, 
where D is the aHitude and c the velocity of light. 
ET and En are fed into a mixer so that, if ET> > E n, 
the detected sio-nal becomes Ec= KA cos q" where 
q, is the phase a~gle between E1' and En. An expres
sion for ¢ is obtained by subtrac ting the phase angle 
of En from the phase angle of ET • 

¢= weT + (3 [sin w,t-sin wT(t- T)] 

W,(2t-T) . WTT 
¢=wcT + 2(3 cos 2 sm """"2 

where 'Y = a distance-d ependent and time-independ
ent phase angle 'Y = 2{3 sin [(WTT)/2]. Thus 

Ec= KA cos [ WcT + 'Y cos WT (t-~) J (3) 
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If (W TT) /2 is small, 

2F 27rfT· 2D 
'Y~ JT · ·2c 

hFD 
'Y ~--c-

The received signal as describe~ bye9 (3) ~s shown 
in figure 1. At the left, the l."ecClved Signal IS repre
sen ted as vecto r KA. It swmgs back and forth by 
the maximum phase excursion 'Y during each cyc.l~ of 
the modulating frequency JT. Its mean . pOSitIOn 
depends on the phase of the reflected carner ,~a:ve. 
If the distance is changed by Ac/4, the m ean pOSItIOn 
changes by 180°. It. is . assum.ed that !«Jc so that, 
for this distance vanatlOn. 'Y IS essentIally constant. 
At the rio-ht, the projection of this vector on the local 
vector Ais shown. H ence, the right side of the figure 
represents the detected signal. Although, for the 
case shown , 'Y is only 7r /6, in a general case, 'Y can be 
a considerable number of full rotatIOn s so that a 
number of complete cycles appear as sh;owI~ in fig
ure 2. The instantaneous frequency of thIS wave 
changes sin llsoidally because the angular velocity of 
vector KA follows a sine function . A t the mean 
position of the vector KA bet,,~een maximum phase 
excw'sions, the angular velOCIty and, l~ence , the 
instantaneous frequency, reach a maxuTIu.m. If 
triano-ular modulation were used, a cons tan t mstan
taneo"'us frequency with phase reversals would be 
observed. 

The distance information is, as already stated, 
contained in 'Y . In conventional altimeters, the 
number of zero-crossings per repetition cycle in figure 
2 is measured so that the value of 'Y can be deter
mined . Let us assume that for a very close distance, 
the vector KA has a mean position that is h?ri~ontal. 
Corresponding to the assumed small tranSIt tl~e., 'Y 
has a small value so that a count of 1 per repetition 
cycle (N=l) is obtained (fig. 3) .. ~f the distance is 
increased by Ac/8, the. average po ItIOn of vector KA 
becomes vertical as shown in figLu·e 4. A count of 2 
per repetition periodi.s now observed. After an 
additional increase of dIstance by Ac/8, a COLmt of 1 
will be obtained again. If this analysi is carried out 
for laraer and larger distances, a graph is obtained 
for the'" counts as a function of distance as shown in 
figure 5. 



FIG U RE 1. Vector diagram and waveform of the detected 
signal. 
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FIG U RE 2. Detected signal waveform for large "Y 
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FIGU RE 3. Detected signal producing one count 
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FIGU RE 4. D etect ed signal producing two cou nt s 
C"Y = 7r/6) . 
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FIGU RE 6. Block diagram of nonquanti zed altim
eter. 

Distance de is called the critical distance. Its 
value is determined by the fact that 'Y becomes 7r /2 
for de and n(7r/2) for nde. Another definition that 
permits the measurement of de by counters only is 
suggested: The critical distan~e for any 'Y greater 
than 7r is the largest distance within which the count 
fluctuates between two distinct values nand n+ 1. 
Hence, if in a conventional altimeter a certain count, 
for example, 3 per repetition period, is observed, the 
distance is indeterminate within the limits between 
2de and 4de. This indeterminacy is usually reduced 
by the use of a large frequency deviation so that de 
becomes small. Furthermore, some averaging effect 
may be obtained due to the roughness of the terrain, 
which produces a random variation of height as 
measured from an aircraft with a horizontal flight 
path. 

The new instrument, which is described in this 
report, makes it possible to obtain nonquantized 
distance information using small frequency deviations 
and over smooth terrain. Heights less than the 
critical distance can be measured with accuracy. 
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the new instrument. 
G is a frequency-modulated microwave generator 
coupled to the transmitting antenna T. A small part 
of the signal produced by G is fed through the fre
quency shifter FS and combined with the signal 
received by the receiving antenna R. The frequency 
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shifter is either a mechanical or electrical device pro
ducing a single-sideband component. Devices of 
this kind are described in the Appendix. FS has to 
change the frequency f e of an incoming signal into 
fe +fd, where fd is much smaller than f e. A small 
amount of energy at frequency fT will appear in the 
output of the frequency shifter, but it is easy to keep 
the undesired voltage down to 10 percent of the 
desired signal voltage. 'fhe combined signals are 
rectified to the rectifier R e , amplified in the amplifier 
A, and fed into an averaging counter C, which counts 
positive-going zero-crossings. Meter M shows the 
number of zero-crossings per second. 

As already 'stated, th e ambiguity of conventional 
altimeters is due to th e fact that whenever the dis
tance is varied by Ac/8, the count is changed by one 
per repetition period. In a conventional altimeter, 
the average phase of vector KA is WeT , as in figure 1. 
If a frequency shift of f d cycles is in troduced by F S, 
KA rotates slowly with an angular velocity Wa, as 
shown in figure 7. Hence, the average position of 
KA is now time-depend ent. If the modulating fre
quency is fT' K A, while rotating slowly at a rate fa, 
swings back and for th through "I at a rate fT' 

2. Methods of Obtaining Nonquantized 
Distance Information 

Three methods of obtaining nonquantized distance 
information h ave b een investigated and are described 
below. 

2.1. Amplifier With a Uniform Frequency 
Characteristic 

If amplifier A in figure 6 has a uniform frequen cy 
characteristic, the signal fed into the coun ter C has 
the shape as shown in fi gure 7 . The counter pro
duces one pulse for every positive-going zero-crossing. 
H ence, it is evident that the total co unt grows with 
increasing "I. It will be shown that a unique r elation 
exists between the number of pulses per second and 
"I, that is, distance. The signal in figure 7 that is the 
detected signal can be represented by the following 
equation 

Ec= KA cos (lI + wal + "I cos wTl)= KA cos a. (4) 

This equation follows direc tly from eq (3 ) with the 
assumption that WeT r epresen ts the constant phase 
angle II and that the transit time T is very small com-

Eo 
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FIG U HE 7. Detected signal of nonquanti zed altimeter. 

pared to t. A zero-crossing is obtained whenever Eo 
becomes zero. H en ce, the time instants for zero
crossings can be derived from the transcendental 
equation 

cos (lI + wat+ "I cos wTt) = cos a = O. (5) 

This equation is solved graphically as shown in fig
ure 8. Zero-crossings occur whenever a becom es 
± (2n+ 1)1r/2 for integral valu es of n. It is evident 
that a count of 2 p~r repetition p eriod is obtained 
for "1 = 11' (2 times the critical distan ce). A count of 
1 is produced by "1 = 11'/2. 

Figure 9 is similar to figure 8. The time, however, 
is extended over many cycles of frequency fa b e
cause the counter used measures the average count 
over a long time. During each of the intervals AB, 
th e oscillations of aare crossing the valu es (2n+ 1)11'/2 
The distance AB is proportional to the number of 
counts if it is assumed that f ;:»fa. Now, it can be 
seen that the total CO Ull t over time T is proportional 
to the sum of all lines AB. 

- 2"1 AB= - · 
tauE 

Since tan E = Wd , then 

AB= 2"1. 
Wa 

B ecause A B is proportional to "I, th e total count is 
also linearly r elated to "I . This is strictly true as long 
as the observation time is large compared with the 
period of frequency fd' In t his case, the end effects 
occurring at time 0 and T can be n eglected. It can 
b e seen from fig LITe 9 that t he co un t is propor tional 
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FIG U HE 8. Z ero-crossings from a verus t curve. 
e, zero·crossin g of E e 

a, When -y=7r; b, when "(=1r/2. 
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FIGURE 9. Location of zero-crossings over a long time interval. 
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FIGU RE 10. Theoretical outpld of non quantized altimeter with 
flat amplifier. 

to distance with one negligible errol': for zero distance 
a count of fa pulses per second is obtained due to the 
presence of fa. For fa = 100 cps and fT = 10,000 cps, 
this error is only 1 percent for the critical distance. 
For higher values of 'Y, the error decreases proportion
ally. A plot of counts versus distance is shown in 
figure 10. If this curve is compared with the graph 
of figure 5, the advantages of the new system become 
evident. 

If the frequency shifter FS would produce only 
energy at fc + fa, the linear relationship between 
distance and counts as shown in figure 10 could be 
maintained under all conditions. Unfortunately, 
practical frequency shifters also pass a small al1'ount 
of energy at the frequency f e and if the shifter is not 
perfectly balanced, energy at the frequency fe-fa. 
This condition corresponds to that of a carrier with 
one or two sidebands separated by fa. If this rrix
ture is fed into the rectifier R e, a signal at frequency 
fa is registered by the meter as long as the amplitude 
of the desired signal does not exceed the arrplitude 
of the en velope of th e undesired mixture. This is 
similar to the capturing effect in conventional FM 
recei vel'S and is due to the action of the limi tel' which 
is incorporated in the counter C. 

2 .2. Amplifier With f d Filter 

For low-altitude use, the system as described is 
still practicable because of the large signal available. 
If, however, the signal level is small, the frequency 
characteristic of the amplifier A has to be shaped in 
such a way that energy at the frequency f a is eliwin
ated from the counter. The conditions with an fa 
filter are shown in figure 11. Whereas a count of 1 
per repetition cycle was obtained only during a short 
time without the filter, a count of 1 is now produced 
during the larger part of a cycle of the wave at 

> t 

1 
FIGURE 11. S ignal output of f d filter . 

frequency fa so that a count versus distance curve 
different from the one shown in figure 10 is expected. 
Figure 11 is obtained by subtracting the fa component 
from the wave form in figure 7. An alternate point 
of view is to consider that each wave forwation per 
repetition-rate cycle is referred to its own average 
value. 

Equation (4) expressed the signal fed into t.hfl 
amplifier. A Fourier expansion leads to 

E e= KA {JoC'Y) cos [O + wat] -

J1('Y) [sin [0 + (wa + wr)t] - sin [0 + (Wd - WT)t]]

J 2(-y) [cos [O + (Wd + 2wr)t] - coS[O+ (Wd - 2wr)t]] - . .. } 

If a filter incorporated in the amplifier removes the 
energy at the frequency fd, the amplifier output is 
represented by 

Eo=KA { cos [O + wat+ 'Y cos wTt] - JO('Y) cos (O + Wdt) }. 
(6) 

With the filter, zero-crossings are obtained for 
Eo=O. Whereas it was possible to solve eq (4) 
graphically, the number of zero-crossings for eq (6) 
has to be determined point by point for many 
average positions of vector KA for each particular 
value of 'Y. After this has been done for a full revolu
tion, the fj,rithmetic mean of the individual numbers 
is determined, and constitutes the reading that an 
averaging counter would show. In other words, 
instead of considering a continouus rotation of KA 
with an angular velocity Wa, it is assumed that the 
vector is periodically fj,rrested and that it swings back 
and forth by the angle 'Y. This procedure is 
justified because the frequency fd is very small 
compared to fro 

In figure 12, voltage versus time is plotted for the 
equation 

Ee= KA cos (O + 'Y sinwrt). 

In the upper left part of the figure, the vector KA 
is shown in its average position 01 which is equal to 
O+ wat. It is displaced from the vertical by 01= 10° 
and swings through a 1 of ± 270° with sinusoidal 
velocity distribution. 'rhe lower part of the figure 
shows 'Y i sin wrt . Combining components, the com
plete wave is obtained as shown in the upper right 
of figure 12. 

If a uniform frequency characteristic were em
ployed, that is, if no rejection filter for fd were used, 
the number of counts per repetition period would be 
determined by the crossings between the curve and 
the abscissa. With the filter, however, the number 
of counts per repetition period is determined by the 
crossings between the curve and its average value 
(over each variation per repetition-rate cycle). It is 
possible to obtain the new average value for every 
individual average position of vector KA by cumber- ' 
some integration so that the areas above and below 
the zero line are identical. A more elegant procedure, 
however, is feasible if the fact that the filter removes 
the Jo term of eq (6) from the curve in figure 12 is 
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FrGult!<; 12. Z ero-crossings of nonquantized 
filter . 

al timeter wi th f d 

1'= 2700 = 4.72; J o(1') = - 0.27; 0,= 100; 

C05 0, = 0.98; J o(y) C050, =-0.265. 

taken. into consideration. r~he slowly varying J o 
term IS. the average value durIng th~ r epetition cycle. 
Accordmgly, J o('Y ) was obtamed from tables, and 
J o('Y) cos 01 was plotted in figure 12 as a horizontal 
line .. The new co unt is obtained by determining the 
crossmgs between the curve and the dashed line. 
By inspection it can b e seen that the count for the 
specific 0 and 'Y shown is h igher if a filter is employed. 
The angle 01 is varied by discrete steps and the count 
is determined for each step. As me~tioned before 
the total count is the arithmetic mean of all th~ 
individual counts. This proced ure is followed for 
many values of 'Y so that, in the end , the CO llnt versus 
distance function is obtained . 

Furthermore, it is clear that the number of 
counts with and without filter arc identical for all 
values of 'Y for which J o('Y) equals zero. The pro
cedure leading to figure 12 was repeated for other 
phase angles in 10° intervals and for values of 'Y in 
15° intervals. A COllnt versus distance curve was 
obtained as shown in figure 13. The lineal' curve 
correspondi.ng to the flat amplifier is also Rhown and 
it can be seen that the counts are identical for v~lues 
of 'Y = 138° and 315°, for which J o('Y) is zero. In 
!1ddit~on , because of symmetry, the counts are also 
IdentlCal for 'Y = 180° and 360°, etc. For higher 
values of 'Y, the two curves become more and more 
~imilar, the reason being that Jo('Y) becomes progress
Ively smaller. The height-indicating meter must be 
eq uipp~d with a dial calibrated according to the 
curve m figure 13 . The necessity for such a dial 
cali?ru:tion is no~ a se.rio~s disadvantage because the 
d~vlatlOn from Imeanty IS small beyond the critical 
dlstance. As compared with standard altimeters the 
onl,)' add.itional component is the frequency shifter , 
whlCh IS mserted between power oscillator and mixer. 

2 .3 . Amplifier With Peaked Frequency 
Characteristic 

A method of obtaining a linear count versus dis
tance that suppresses interference from the leakage 
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signal at frequen~y i c employs an amplifier having a 
r esponse proportLOnal to fr equency and a slope of 6 
db per octave (fig. 14). Since leakage signals produce 
ania~beat output at the mixer , and since i d«i" the 
amphficr suppresses this interference signal by at 
lea~ t i T/fa . The amplifier 0 u tpu t vol tage will be the 
derIvatIve of the input voltage. The effect of such 
an amplifier on the mixer outpu t that is givcn by eq 
(4 ), E c= KA cOS(O+ Wdt + 'Y cos wTt) will be 

E dEc K 1( . . ( "0= dt =- L: Wa- 'YWTS InwTt)sm O+ wat+ 'Y COswTt). 

(7) 

Counts will be obtained, as before, for each positive
g?ing zero-crossing . Zeros of eq (7) will occLir where 
mther the factor F2 = sin (O + wat+ 'Y cos WTt) is zero 
Of when factor FJ = [Wrl- 'YWT sin w,t] is zero . The 
former factor produccs a count propor tional to dis~ 
tance, as shown in fIgure 10. When the second 
facto~· Fl is plotted (fig. 15), one positive-going zero
crossmg per l ifT sec or i T counts per second occur. 
The only effect. of changing 'Y is to increase the ampli
tude of the sme wave, of figure 15. Since w, » 
Wa, 'Yw ,> wa except for extremely small 'Y . As a 
resul t, the counter versus distance characteristic will 
be as shown in figure 16 . 

FREOUENCY 
FIGURE 14. Frequency characteristic of peaked amplifier. 
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equation (7). 
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3. Experimental Results 
R esul ts of experiments using the three types of 

frequency response characteristics are shown in 
figures 17 and 18. In figure 17, thej a filter was used. 
The experimental points were obtained from several 
test runs , using differen t klystron deviations 
(differen t values of (3 ) after reducing the distance in 
terms of appropriate critical distances for each run. 
The agreement with the theoretical curve repro
duced from figure 17 is clearly shown. Figure IS 
shows a set of runs, all having the same i3 , but using 
the different networks. These curves are in agree
ment with th eory in all respects. 

Summarizing, there are three methods of obtaining 
nonquantized distance information: 

(1) If an amplifier with uniform ampli t ude charac
teristic is employed, the count is proportional to 
distance, as shown in figure 10. The method is 
usable only where the return signal overrid es the 
oscillator signal leaking through the frequ ency shifter. 

(2) If an amplifier with a rejection filter for jd is 
employed, the count follows a curve as shown in 
figure 13. 

(3) If an amplifier with a frequency response pro
portional to frequency is used, the count follows the 
linear rela tion shown in figure 16 . Whereas method 
(1) is practicable only as shown above, methods (2) 
and (3) ar e usable for any distance within the range 
of conven tional altimeters. 

F IGURE 16. The?retical output of nonquanti zed altimeter with 24 .---------r----~r-----..,.....---__. 
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4. Appendix 

4.1. Frequency Shifter 

The frequency shifte r is lIsed fo r producing a s ignal with a 
frequency displaced from the frequency of t he t ransmitted 
e ne.'"gy by a cons tant amo un t . This alternat ing voltage, 
win ch serves as t he local s ign al for t he mixer, has to follow 
t he frequency excursions of t he power oscillator accuratel y 
without ·Lime delay. Alt h ough i t is possible to use, for t hi·s 
purpose, a second osc illator cont rolled by a fast-acting servo 
loop in such a way t hat a constant freq ue ncy difference is 
main tained, a system of this kind should be avoided because 
of i ts co mplexi ty and because of t he il'ide freq uency-response 
characteristic required for t he servo amplifier. A better 
solu tion is t he use of a mecha nical , or electri cal, continuous 
phase shifte r inserted between t he power oscillator and the 
mixer. For frequencies up to 300 megacycles, mechan ical 
single-sideband modulators with capacitive-type o r goniom
ete r-ty pe phase shifte rs can be used.! For microwave-fre
quency applicat ions, t he two fo llowing devices can be em
ployed. 

(1) Contin uous phase shifter employing circular polari za
t ion: Z T his dev ice is especiall y sui ted for mi crowaves. It 
consists of t hree wave-gu ide sections as s hown in fi gu re 19. 
A is at rest and contains a quarter-wave p late so that a n enter
ing plane wave e me rges circularl y polar ized in to the p la ne P. 
B is a physicall y rotating circula r wave guide , con taining a 
half-wave plate so that t he d irection of rotation of the E 
vector is reversed. C is at rest, like A, a nd a lso con ta in s a 
quarter-wave p late so that a circularly pola ri zed wave e nter
ing at P 2 e merges as a plane wave. 

A plane-polarized wave is fed in to section A a nd e merges 
circularly polari zed in , say, a clockwise direction . H ence 
the E vector in t he pla ne PI perfor ms I ro tations pe r second' 
I being t he carrier frequency of t he incom ing energy. If a l~ 
observer were located in B and if B rotates counterclockwise 
t he observer will see a frequency I + n, n bei ng the numbe{· 
of revolu t ions pe r seco nd of section B. Due to the act ion of 
the half-wave p late, t he observer will see f+ n coun te rclock
wise rota t ions of the E vector in t he plane ·Pz. Since B itself 
rotates coun te rcloc kwise , t he E vector in P 2 as seen from t he 
sect ion C, rotates I + 2n times a second . ' Energy with a 
freq uency I + 2n, t herefo re, emerges from C. 

If the d evice would be design ed wi thou t t he half-wav e rliate 
in 13 , th e observer wou ld st ill see I + n rotations in th is section. 
As see n from C, however , I + n - n rotations would be ob
ser ved so t ha t outcomin g and in com in g frequencies wou ld be 
identical. 

(2) Single-sideband generator , employ in g gyrators : 3 Three 
wav es of the sa me frequency Ie and with phases d isplaced by 
1200 a re superimposed . Th e waves a re ampli tude-modu
lated wi th en velopes of th e frequency fd , and the phases of 
the envelopes a re a lso disp laced by 120°. In figure 20, the 
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FIGURE 19. Continuous phase sh?jter. 

. I IT. R. Holloway and~ . C. Harris, Precision frequen cy generators us in g s ingle
~~~~fand suppressed -carn er modulators, Sylvania T echnologist, 4,3, 64-67 (Jul y 

' A. G. Fox, An adj ustable waveguicle phase cbangcr, Proc_ IRE 35 1489- 1498 
(D ecember J947). ' 
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FIG URE 20. V ector diagram, three amplitude
modulated carriers. 

three carr-ier waves are represent ed by the vectors E", E e2 , and 
E e3 - Each of t he envelopes E dl , E d2, a nd Ed3 is represented 
by two Sid ebands, on e rotat.in g clockwise a nd t he other 
cou nterclockwise . At t he in stant shown, it is assumed that 
E el has reached i ts max imum a rnpli tude, whereas t he en
velopes of E e2 a nd E c3 a re d elayed by 1200 a nd 240°, respec
~l vely. As th e result of the superposition of a ll nin e s igna ls, 
It can readIly be seen t hat R e I, E,2 a nd E <3 cancel each oth er. 
Furthermore, t here is a cancellation of the clockwise co mpo
nen ts of E ,!I, E dZ ancl E d3 . The coun terclockwise component s, 
however, actd so tha t a resul t-an t voltage of 3E,1 is obtain ed 
with a frequency of I c- I d cps . 

Unt il rece ntly , syste ms of this kind cou ld not be rea lized 
a t. microwave frequ e ncies because amp li t ud e modulation 
~~l thou t Simul taneous frequenc.l:' modu la tion was not pos~i bl e . 
Ih e m icrowave gyrator,',5 which is a new ci rcu i t eleme nt , 
has been d eveloped for ampli tud e-mod ulation purposes . The 
gyrator rotates the plane .of polarizat ion of a n elect romagnetic 
wave m accordance WIth Faraday's princip le. A ferro
magn et iC material, such as F erra mi c A, i in . el' teci in circu lar 
w.ave~uide and a steady magn etic field is app lied in t he 
du'ectlon of propagation. Pola ri zed mi crowaves, when prop
agated t hrough t he magn etized Ferramic material , exh ibi t 
appreciable Faraday rotation. vVith r ectangu lar waveguide 
a t t he inpu t of t he g'yrator at righ t angles to the wave guide 
at the output and With no current in th e gyrator coil , power 
wIll not be tran sferred from the input to t he output wave
gUid e. When the gyrator coil is energized , the plane of 
polarizatIOn of t he electromagnetic wave is rota ted so that 
power is ~ ran sferred. Wh en an a lternatin g voltage is applied 
to t he COli, the microwave signal is ampli tude-modulated at 
a ra te dependent upon t he frequency of the im pressed voltage. 
Above a few cycles per second , con ventional gy ra tors cannot 
be used as amplitude modulators because t he metal wave
guide act~ as a shor ted t urn in sid e the co il a nd attenuates t.he 
a lternat.in g magnetic. field . A new gy rator was designed for 
mod ulatIO n frequenclCs of the ord er of 20 kilocycles. Instead 
of metal waveguid e, a linen Bakeli te form covered with 
silver pain t was used . 

3 J. Cachcris and IT. Dropkin, Single-sidebancl suppressed-carrier microwave 
modulator, NB S Report 17-49. 

• C . H . Luhrs, Correlation of the Faraday and Kerr magneto-optical effects in 
tran smiSS IO n-lines terms, Proc. IRE ~O , 7(}-78 (Janua.ry 1952) . 

• C. [,. Hogan, The microwave gyrator, Bell System Tech. J. 31, 1- 31 (January 
1953). 
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